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ABSTRACT: Chain behavior has been determined in polymer nanocomposites
(PNCs) comprised of well-dispersed 12 nm diameter silica nanoparticles (NPs) in
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) matrices by Small-Angle Neutron Scattering
(SANS) measurements under the Zero Average Contrast (ZAC) condition. In
particular, we directly characterize the bound polymer layer surrounding the NPs,
revealing the bound layer profile. The SANS spectra in the high-q region also show no
significant change in the bulk polymer radius of gyration on the addition of the NPs.
We thus suggest that the bulk polymer conformation in PNCs should generally be
determined using the high q region of SANS data.

Polymer nanocomposites (PNCs), that is, NP/polymer
mixtures, are known to have enhanced properties relative

to the neat polymer. Perhaps the most fundamental question in
this area, which has the largest impact on properties, is how the
polymer radius of gyration (Rg) is affected by the NPs. The
answer to this question is unclear since there have been reports
of swelling,1,2 contraction,3 or no change4−8 of polymer
conformation. In particular, we ask if the precise nature of
each system, specifically the sign and strength of the polymer−
NP interaction, together with the NP radius (RNP) and
dispersion quality, can account for these differences in behavior.
To date, studies which report increases in polymer radius of
gyration (Rg) in the presence of spherical NPs, invoke the
presence of attractive NP/polymer interactions, combined with
RNP < Rg and good NP dispersion,9 to conclude that the NPs
behave as good solvents for the polymer chains. All other
studies on spherical NPs showed little if any changes in
polymer Rg, that is, (a) where RNP > Rg

3 or the NP−polymer
interactions are believed to be athermal,7 or (b) significant NP
aggregation was present10 due to unfavorable NP/polymer
interactions. While these are physically motivated arguments,
another possibility for the variability in the results comes from
experimental artifacts. Chain conformations in PNCs have been
primarily measured by small-angle neutron scattering (SANS).
This measurement is greatly facilitated by combining
deuterated and hydrogenated chains such that the average

scattering length density (SLD) of the polymer mixture closely
matches the SLD of the silica. This Zero Average Contrast
(ZAC) condition11 minimizes the scattering due to the NPs.
Under this assumption, this ZAC measurement is uniquely
sensitive to the form factor of the chains without interference
from polymer structure factors. However, the rigorous ZAC
condition is not easily met. Many SANS studies show scattering
intensity in addition to that expected from the polymer chains
at low scattering vector q: this has been attributed to SLD
mismatch,4 H/D polymer demixing,6 polymer voids,3 or
preferential D (or H) chain adsorption onto the NPs.8,12

This Letter focuses on analyzing the low q region in SANS
data from such nominally ZAC mixtures, for a nanocomposite
system (PMMA/silica) with attractive NP/polymer interac-
tions. Our data show the clear scattering signature of the
polymer bound layer, which arises due to a SLD different from
the bulk polymer matrix, either due to H or D enrichment or a
modification of the polymer density in the bound layer
compared to the surrounding polymer matrix, as suggested
by Banc and co-workers.8 However, at high q, where the chain
form factor scattering dominates, the conformation of polymer
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molecules in the surrounding polymer matrix is still accessible,
although accurate background subtraction and data normal-
ization is required to reliably extract it.
We focus on 2RNP = 12 nm diameter silica NPs well

dispersed in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) matrices of
different molecular weights covering the range of RNP/Rg =
0.47−1.02 (Table 1). The silica/PMMA interaction is attractive
due to H-bonds between the PMMA ester group and the
silanols.13,14 Note that we focus on the 100 K systems in the
main text and report the other Mw results in the SI. PNCs with
well-dispersed NPs (Figure 1) were prepared by solvent casting

from dimethylacetamide (DMAc). These as-cast samples were
dried under N2 at progressively higher temperatures to 155 °C
for 72 h, hot pressed at 150 °C to form the SANS samples (1
mm thick × 2 cm diameter) and then additionally annealed for
64 h at 150 °C. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were used to
characterize NP dispersion. SAXS data were collected over q
= 0.002−0.5 Å−1 on an insertion device beamline at the DND-
CAT sector of the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne
National Laboratory.
Figure 1 shows SAXS results normalized by silica volume

fraction ϕSiO2
for 100 K PMMA PNCs. The data show a q−4

dependence at large q characteristic of sharp NP/polymer
interfaces. At low q, the 10% data can be fitted with an
aggregate form factor15 with an average aggregation number
Nagg of 1.7. Thus, the NPs mostly arrange in very small
aggregates. A correlation peak is also observed, arising from the
repulsion between the NP aggregates. At higher NP volume
fraction (20 and 30% v/v) this correlation peak’s position
moves to higher q.15 The location of the peaks (q*) gives the
average mesh size of the silica network d, where d = 2π/q*.

However, the tendency for NP aggregation is more pronounced
for lower Mw polymer (see Figure S4). As shown previously,
silica NPs are charged in DMAc, and electrostatic repulsion
prevents NP aggregation.16 However, when the solvent
evaporates, this charge stabilization is rapidly lost, and the
increase of the solution viscosity kinetically prevents
aggregation. High molecular weights experience more rapidly
increasing viscosities during solvent evaporation, leading to
more uniform dispersion.16,17

The same samples were then studied by SANS to determine
polymer conformations. SANS data were collected on beam-
lines CG-2 and CG-3 at the High Flux Isotope Reactor at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (Oak Ridge, Tennessee, U.S.A.; see
SI). By combining 59.5% v/v H-PMMA, with a scattering
length density (SLD) of 1.06 × 1010 cm−2, and 40.5% v/v D-
PMMA, with SLD = 6.97 × 1010 cm−2, we create a mixture
(SLD = 3.45 × 1010 cm−2) with essentially the SLD of the NPs
(3.48 × 1010 cm−2, see Figure S2); this should eliminate
scattering from the NPs and interchain correlations. The
influence of the small SLD mismatch is discussed below. The
SANS background comes from the incoherent scattering: we
have measured pure H-PMMA (see Figure S3) and D-PMMA
values are from O’Reilly et al.;18 the silica has practically no
scattering. From here, I(q) = 0.348 cm−1 was subtracted from
the polymer contribution to the PNC scattering.
Figure 2a shows the scattering intensity of 100 K PMMA

PNCs under the ZAC condition, normalized by ϕΔρ2 (ϕ =
ϕPMMAφH(1 − φH), with ϕPMMA the total polymer volume
fraction, φH the H-PMMA volume fraction, and Δρ2 =
(ρH‑PMMA − ρD‑PMMA)

2 the contrast term), as a function of q
for different PNCs. The inset shows the Kratky representation,
q2I/ϕΔρ2, as a function of q.
For pure PMMA, the intensity is well fitted by the RPA

expression (see results in Table 1) up to a q = 0.065 Å−1, where
a maximum is visible. Previous works18,19 clearly show that the
SANS data up to the maximum are well fitted by the Gaussian
chain form factor. The features at higher q values reflect the
specific chain tacticity.20 We shall therefore use the Kratky
intensity values at the maximum (q = 0.065 Å−1), q2I(q)/
(ϕΔρ2), to determine PMMA chain dimensions. When adding
silica NPs, the Kratky intensity at the peak position, q2I/ϕΔρ2,
is slightly increased, and one can extract Rg/Rg,0:

ϕ ρ
ϕ ρ

=
Δ
Δ

R

R
q I
q I

/( )
/( )

g

g,0

2 2
0

2 2

We thus obtain Rg/Rg,0 = 0.96, 0.94, and 0.93 for 10, 20, and
30% v/v silica NPs, respectively (Figure 2b). Within the
experimental error of 10% there is thus no significant change of
Rg, in direct contrast to some earlier results.1,2 Previous works
suggested significant chain swelling in the presence of small
NPs and attractive interactions. In our study, the presence of a

Table 1. Hydrogenated (H) and Deuterated (D) PMMA Used in This Studya

Mw (kg/mol or K) Mw/Mn Rg,0 (nm)
RNP/Rg,0 (with RNP =

6.1 nm)

samples (K) H PMMA D PMMA H PMMA D PMMA H PMMA D PMMA Flory−Huggins χ parameter H PMMA D PMMA

50 54.5 53 1.09 1.09 6.1 6.0 8 × 10−4 1.00 1.02
100 115 136 1.09 1.10 9.2 10.0 3.5 × 10−4 0.66 0.61
200 207.4 230 1.02 1.07 12.3 13.0 2.5 × 10−4 0.50 0.47

aAll polymers were syndiotactic rich, except for the 50 and 100 K H-PMMA, which were atactic. Rg,0 are the radii of gyration for the pure polymers
that were determined by fitting the SANS data with the RPA model.

Figure 1. Normalized SAXS scattering intensities I/ϕSiO2
(left) and

TEM images (right) for 100 K PMMA/silica PNCs filled at 10%
(green circles), 20% (blue triangles), and 30% v/v (purple crosses).
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bound layer may (i) screen the bulk polymer from the NPs
returning the system to the athermal limit and (ii) increase the
effective size of the NPs. These combined effects may explain
the measured unchanged conformation. Our results are similar
to the observations of Nusser et al. on poly(ethylene-
propylene)/silica PNCs with no attractive polymer/NP
interaction (with RNP ≈ Rg).

3 This is the first important
message: there are no significant changes in Rg in PNCs with
both RNP < Rg and attractive NP/polymer interactions,
independent of the polymer molecular weight (see Figure 2b).
At low q, an additional scattering intensity is clearly visible as

a peak for all silica volume fractions, making Rg determination
difficult using the RPA or Guinier methods. The origin of this
extra scattering3,5,8 is unexpected since we are working near the
ZAC condition. One possibility is that the small SLD mismatch
between the NP and polymer leads to scattering at low q. To
evaluate this interpretation, SANS and SAXS spectra were
compared in Figure 3 for PNCs composed of 100 K PMMA
and 30% NPs.
Figure 3 shows that the location of the maxima in the SANS

data does not agree with the SAXS maxima. To go further, we
calculated the scattering Icalcd due to our small experimental
SLD mismatch (Figure 3, here the contrast term is
ΔρSANS−mismatch

2 = (3.48−3.45)2 × 1020 = 9 × 1016 cm−4); this
is clearly negligible (around 0.1 cm−1 at low q). We then
combined the pure PMMA SANS signal, Ipure PMMA (i.e., the 0%

NP sample) with the SAXS scattering intensity, ISAXS, as
follows:

ρ
ρ

=
Δ

Δ
+ − Φ‐

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟I q I I( ) (1 )calcd

SANS mismatch
2

SAXS
2 SAXS SiO pure PMMA2

where Δρ2SAXS is the SAXS contrast (=71.4 × 1020 cm−4). This
result (black dashed line in Figure 3) also does not reproduce
our SANS data at low q. Thus, the extra scattering is clearly not
due to NP/polymer scattering contrast mismatch. Since the
additional SANS scattering peak is located at slightly lower q
than the SAXS, we propose that it arises from the presence of a
bound polymer layer at the silica surface, creating a SLD
contrast despite the fact that the ZAC condition is fulfilled on
average.8 Such a contrast can arise from a preferential
adsorption of H or D chains and a different polymer density
of the bound layer compared to the PMMA matrix.21,22

To test this hypothesis, we plot I(q)bound layer = I(q)PNC − (1
− ϕSiO2

)I(q)neat PMMA, the extra contribution due to the bound
layer (see Figure 4a). A spherical core−shell model with an
exponential diffuse SLD shell profile23 is then used to fit the
data using the SASfit program.24 The free parameters of the fit
are the core radius Rc and polydispersity σ, the pure bound
layer SLD and the bulk SLD (see details in SI). All other
parameters were fixed: volume fraction, core SLD (3.48 × 1010

cm−2), and shell thickness e equal to the Rg of the polymer, as
observed recently.25 One can see in Figure 4 and Table 2 that
Ibound layer(q) is well reproduced by this model. At low q, the
data show a maximum (visible for 30% v/v), whose position
does not match with the SAXS correlation peak (see Figure 3).
Since the bound layer center of mass is the same as the NPs,
the intershell structure factor should be similar to the NP
structure factor.26 This discrepancy may arise from the
subtraction of pure PMMA signal described above.
At 10% v/v, the Rc value extracted from the fit is in good

agreement with the one derived from SAXS data. For 20% and
30% v/v, the fits give a core radius of 9.8 and 9.6 nm,
respectively. Contrary to SAXS, which is not sensitive to
deuteration, the SANS data reveal that polymer surrounds small
NP aggregates. The bound layer SLDs are different from the
ZAC SLD. Since we cannot distinguish between higher or
lower bound layer SLD, we present in Table 2 the difference
between the bound layer SLD and the ZAC SLD, |Δρbound layer|.
This difference reflects the fact that the layer SLD can be above

Figure 2. (a) Normalized SANS scattering intensities I/ϕΔρ2 (with ϕ
= ϕPMMAφH(1 − φH)) of 100 K PMMA PNCs filled with 0, 10, 20, and
30% v/v of silica NPs. The inset shows the Kratky representation. The
continuous black line is the best fit using the RPA expression. (b) Rg/
Rg,0 as the function of silica volume fraction ΦSiO2

extracted from the

SANS high q region for the different PMMA Mws (see main text). The
experimental error bars are ±10% (uncertainties from the SANS
instrument).

Figure 3. SANS and SAXS comparison of the scattering intensity for
30% v/v 100 K PMMA PNC. The dash line is a theoretical calculation
of the scattering intensity due to a silica mismatch. The inset shows the
NP form factor calculated using our experimental mismatch.
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or below the ZAC SLD, suggesting either H or D enrich-
ment27,28 or a modification of the polymer density at the
surface.22 Similarly, the differences between the bulk SLD and
the ZAC SLD, |Δρbulk|, are presented and are low: the resulting
bulk PMMA SLD is still comparable to the NP SLD, so the
mismatch remains negligible. More importantly, the fits
determine the exponential SLD profiles, that is, the changes
of the bound layer SLDs with distance from the NP interface.
These SLD profiles are then converted into the bound layer
volume fraction profiles shown in Figure 4b. First, the profiles
appear independent of silica volume fraction, suggesting no
compression of the bound layer. Then, as observed by Koga et
al.,29 the bound layer volume fraction is larger at the surface
(this region is mostly composed of loops) and decreases at
larger distances as the bound layer becomes more diffuse due to
the contribution from the tails. One can define the bound layer
thickness as the distance where ϕbound layer = 0.5 and a value of
1.5 nm is found, in good agreement with recent results using a
similar approach.8 However, this thickness value is a
simplification because it does not completely describe the
complex chain behavior:30 the profiles clearly show that the

adsorbed chains extend to larger distances, around 8 nm, which
are close to the polymer Rg of 9.8 nm. This chain extension is
important since it is responsible for the long-range interaction
between the NPs.25

Finally, the second main message of this Letter is that the
extra SANS scattering at low q can be accounted for by the
existence of bound polymer layers. As a consequence of the
extra low q scattering, we believe that the high q region is more
appropriate to determine the bulk chain conformation. Similar
analyses have been performed on 50 and 200 K PMMA, giving
similar results (see Figures S4−S6). The extra scattering
becomes less pronounced with increasing polymer Mw. For
high Mw polymers, the chain contribution to the scattering at
low q increases, overshadowing the scattering from the bound
layers and making a detailed analysis more difficult (especially
for the 200 K PMMA).
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